
YOU 'RE  THE
PRIORITY  
I N  9 0  D A Y S  O V E R C OM E  F A T I G U E  

&  F E E L  E N E R G I S E D

A L L  D A Y ,  E V E R Y  D A Y .  

S O  Y O U  C A N  F I N A L L Y

A C H I E V E  Y O U R  GO A L S  &

R E A C H  Y O U R  T R U E  P O T E N T I A L !

T I G E R  E Y E  WE L L B E I N G  P R E S E N T S



I  HEAR  YOU  BECAUSE    
I  HAVE  BEEN  YOU

You want to live a bloody amazing

life, full of engaging relationships

with family and friends but you are

TOO damn tired to contemplate any

of that, let alone have goals and

dreams you are chasing. 

LET'S CHANGE THAT TOGETHER :) 



ABOUT  ME ,  MICHELLE  FARNILL

Since then I've performed on the international sports

stage as a hockey umpire and studied 2 diplomas and an

advanced diploma to then teach Kinesiology and Mind

Body Medicine to students in Sydney whilst also working

in my own business. 

I have moved from a place of feeling like crap everyday,

totally scattered, confused to having the energy to jump

out of bed in the morning and go to the gym, work all

day and still have the energy to really communicate and  

spend quality time with my husband while cooking

dinner. 

  

I am now offering you the opportunity to share my

knowledge from over 15 years of education, discovery

and practice. Learn how to make small changes to your

lifestyle and efficiently use your energy to bounce into

your day, achieve your dreams and live your B.E.S.T. life. 

I had chronic fatigue and couldn't

get out of bed for 2 months. After

that was years of fatigue, no

energy, strained relationships

because I didn't have the energy

to care about how I was

interacting with my family and an

over arching heaviness in my mind

and body that I couldn't shake. 

 



You’re Done with exhaustion that hangs off

your body every moment of the day making

you rely on coffee, sugar, soft drinks,

chocolate, chips to get you through

You're Done running around after everyone

else without thinking about what you would

enjoy doing

You're Done feeling on edge, shaky, scattered,

panicky, lost, uncertain, confused

Scattered and
pulled in a 

million
directions 

Coffee doesn't
help pick you
up anymore



You’re Ready to be energetic for all the

things you love doing and to easily power

through the things that aren't so enjoyable

(can I hear you say dirty dishes *sigh*)

You’re Ready to fully step into your dreams

and start kicking some goals 

You’re Ready to feel calm, confident,

energetic, inspired, content, worthy, loved

You're ready to work out what your best 

 life looks like and LIVE IT  

YOU 
CAN
 FEEL
LIKE
 THIS



Hear from Katie, a mum and graphic

designer who is now putting herself as a

Priority and has all the energy to run around

with a toddler and finish a busy work week. 

"Day to day life was a struggle with a battle

in energy and being totally sluggish. I was at

a point where my fatigue was stressing me

out.

I had seen many many practitioners but it

was Michelle that helped me reconnection

with my body, understand what I wanted

from life and helped me heal emotionally. 

At the end of each session I felt light and

unburdened, like I could take on anything in

my life, everything was easier. 

Now I am a lot more relaxed, energised,

simply in a good place with my health and

my life is back on track.

For me we even tackled self image which I

didn't realise was an issue impacting my

fatigue and energy for life.".  

CLIENT  LOVE



Kerry - mum and content creator

"When you create for your job, you need

energy. Life was becoming impossible with

no sleep from my child being awake and

you cannot create when fatigue is making

your brain stop working and your body

feel dead. Michelle changed this all for me.

This course made me realise I am

important and my happiness makes my

baby happy and our lives fulfilled."  

Shan - has 2 teenagers and works in

childcare

"With Michelle's guidance I understood

what I needed to do right from the get go

and  worked through multiple techniques

that would help longer term. My energy is

endlessly new. I have paid for this program

every year for 3 years and have a monthly

appointments as my stress management

and wellbeing check in. This is how much I

trust Michelle with my health. " 



All your dreams come true...we will work out

what you want from life and you will learn the

steps to take to live your ultimate life.  

Advice that is SPECIFIC to YOU - this isn't a

one size fits all - yes there is content everyone

will do but the techniques for you will be

based on what you need for your lifestyle 

 

Facebook group for support 

Weekly videos and pdf's that make the

program easy to follow 

Monthly Facebook lives where I answer your

questions and for me to share new

information (I am constantly learning)
 

WHAT  YOU  GET



JUMP  INTO  THE
PROGRAM  RIGHT  NOW
There are 2 payment options:

Self paced where you work through the

program by yourself PLUS have 2 appointments

with me - one at the beginning  to set you on

the right path and one at the end to discover

where you need to go from here.  

Guided with TWELVE (12) appointments with

me for individual attention and support. We can

do these weekly, fortnightly or monthly. We

stick to the schedule you select at the

beginning to maintain commitment. 

Let me keep you on track and accountable to

you achieving your dreams. 

Click the button below to pay. Once I receive

payment I will add you to the Facebook

group...EASY

Self Paced 
CLICK HERE

Guided Program 
CLICK HERE

https://checkout.square.site/buy/Z3X2IHE6R7VDMZHTTCDKH6HO
https://checkout.square.site/buy/7YC565224YSV62EUXTPLXFYW
https://checkout.square.site/buy/7YC565224YSV62EUXTPLXFYW
https://checkout.square.site/buy/7YC565224YSV62EUXTPLXFYW
https://checkout.square.site/buy/7YC565224YSV62EUXTPLXFYW
https://checkout.square.site/buy/Z3X2IHE6R7VDMZHTTCDKH6HO
https://checkout.square.site/buy/Z3X2IHE6R7VDMZHTTCDKH6HO
https://checkout.square.site/buy/Z3X2IHE6R7VDMZHTTCDKH6HO


Guided Program 
CLICK HERE

Let me be a
cheerleader

to your
dreams!

https://checkout.square.site/buy/Z3X2IHE6R7VDMZHTTCDKH6HO
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